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Robo-Tank Basic Preassembled Kit – Controller, 7” Touch Screen and an 8 Outlet Power Board.
* This picture shows the US/Canadian power board. (Available with International outlets that accept multiple outlet types, EU, Australian, Chinese, etc.).

Introduction
This manual covers all the software features in Robo-Tank and how to use them.
Robo-Tank has the features to control all the equipment on your freshwater or saltwater aquarium. You can control 16 AC
power outlets, 16 channels for LED's using 12-bit resolution, 8 dosing pumps, 8 dosing pump stirrers, 7 temperature
sensors, an automatic fish fisher, basic Internet control, 4 flow meters, email alerts, an automatic top off system, DC
accessories, Atlas Scientific circuits, powerheads/circulation pumps and much, much more.
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*Deluxe & Basic Versions

Version Comparison Chart
Equipment

Deluxe Version Basic Version

5V PWM Dimmable LED Channels

16

8

Dosing Pumps

8

4

Switchable AC Power Outlets

16

16

Temperature (Humidity) Sensors

7

7

Atlas Scientific Circuits

5

5

LED Channels for Cooling Fan

1

1

Automatic Top Off System (ATO)

1

1

Automatic Fish Feeder

1

1

Internet Connection

1

1

Digital and Analogue Sensors

5

0

Digital Powerheads / Circulation Pumps

4

0

DC Accessories

4

0

Flow meters

4

0
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Robo-Tanks Features


16 Channels For Controlling LED's
o
o
o
o
o
o



5 Lighting Modes
o
o
o
o
o
o



Automatic or manual control of each pump, mix and match
Set dose amount in milliliters for each pump
Set pump rate for each pump in milliseconds per milliliters, this allows easy calibration for each pump
Set reservoir capacity for each pump
View total doses remaining with each reservoir on home screen
Reservoirs on display are colored inside to reflect amount remaining in reservoir
Pumps won't run when reservoir is empty
Maximum reservoir size: 2.5L or 250 doses per pump
Dose between 1ml - 250ml
Schedule up to 10 doses per day for each pump
Each scheduled can be set to run any or all days of the week
Dose with any pump using custom rules
Customize fertilizer name for each dosing pump, up to 13 characters long

Control 8 Magnetic Stirrers
o
o



Low sun, mid sun, high sun and moon modes are cycled through each day
Temporary lighting mode for bypassing regular lighting schedule
View current light mode on home screen and time remaining during transitions
Cycle 24 hour light schedules In 1 minute to view a full day
Turn lunar mode on/off, It adjusts moon light to moon size
6 different daily transitions
 Moon to Low Sun
 Low Sun to Mid Sun
 Mid Sun to High Sun
 High Sun to Mid Sun
 Mid Sun to Low Sun
 Low Sun to Moon

Control Eight 12v DC Dosing Pumps (any voltage dosing pump will work just need to adjust voltage to match
using DC-DC converter)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



12-Bit PWM signal 0-5v (0-100%)
4095 steps for very smooth dimming
Control all 16 channels independently
Display adjustment sliders have a low setting so you can fine tune the low end of your LED's
Customize display adjustment slider colors to match your LED's, never forget what color is on any given
channel
Channel 9 – 16 can be used for dosing pump stirrers and other equipment in the future.

Turn 8 LED channels (9-16) into controls for magnetic stirrers
Automatically control stirrer before dosing pump runs

Control 16 AC Power Outlets
o
o
o
o
o
o

Automatic or manual control of each outlet, mix and match
Turn on/off all AC outlets with single button
Manually change AC outlets and resume to regular schedule with single button
View current status for each AC outlet on home screen
Change icon for each outlet so you remember what's plugged In and where
Any 3 outlets can be used to control water heaters/any AC equipment using the water temperature
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o
o
o
o


Monitor 4 Flow Meters
o
o
o
o
o



o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Calculate CO2 using pH and KH value (KH value is manually set in UI)
Optional low and high-level audible/visual alarm for each parameter all set within UI
Optional low and high-level email alerts for each parameter
Home screen scrolls through any of the 8 parameters or view only one (scroll time adjustable and touch to
view next parameter)
Connect 2 pH circuits to use 2 pH probes
All parameters can be used with custom rules to control equipment
View all parameters in a central location
View up to 9 different parameters (pH, pH, ORP, Dissolved Oxygen, Saturation, Electrical Conductivity, Total
Dissolved Solids, Salinity and Specific Gravity)
Full data logging and graphs for all 9 parameters
View sensor data from the internet (phone or computer)
Step by step full easy calibration for all circuits, 1, 2 or 3 point depending on circuit

Automatic Fish Feeding
o
o
o
o
o



2 ports - DS18B20 temperature sensors (referred to as water and light temperature)
1 port - DHT22 Air temperature / humidity sensor (referred to as air temperature)
4 ports - optional DS18B20 or DHT22 sensors
Customize names for all 7 sensors
View temperatures in Celsius or Fahrenheit
View all Parameters in a central location
View minimum and maximum temperature readings
Turn heater on/off when temperature rises or falls
Optional low and high-level audible/visual alarm for each parameter all set within UI
Optional low and high-level email alerts for each parameter all set within UI
All parameters can be used with custom rules to control equipment
Full data logging and graphs for all sensors
View sensor data from the internet (phone or computer)

Works with PH, ORP, Dissolved Oxygen and Conductivity EZO Atlas-Scientific Circuits (2 pH circuits can be
connected)
o
o
o
o



View data in liters or gallons
View flow per minute
View flow per hour
View total volume
Use flow meters in custom rules to control equipment

Monitor Temperature and Humidity from 7 Sensors
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



10 schedules available for each outlet, can be set for specific days of the week.
Turn AC outlet on with schedule and off with custom rule or vice versa
Turn AC outlets on or off using custom rules
Control AC outlets from the internet (phone or computer)

Control auto fish feeder using 2 daily schedules or manually
Select AC outlet status during feeding
Set length of feeding
Enable/disable auto fish feeder
Run Auto Feeder from internet (phone or computer)

248 Different Schedules
o
o
o

Schedule 6 different transitions for the LED's
Schedule 16 AC outlets up to 10 times per day, each schedule can run for selected days of the week
Schedule 8 dosing pumps up to 10 times per day, dose daily or select days of week to dose
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o


Data Logging / Graphs
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o



Data stored on SD card
Each parameter has its own folder and new file created every day
Files names use date
View daily, weekly, bi-weekly or monthly graphs for each parameter
Switch between bar graph or line chart
Turn vertical grid on or off
View live sensor reading on graph
Store years of data on a 2Gb SD card (card size determines limit of data stored)
Log and view data for 22 parameters
 Water Temperature
 Air Temperature
 Humidity
 Light Temperature
 Temperature One
 Humidity One
 Temperature Two
 Humidity Two
 Temperature Three
 Humidity Three
 Temperature Four
 Humidity Four
 CO2
 pH
 pH Two
 ORP
 Dissolved Oxygen
 Saturation
 Conductivity
 TDS
 Salinity
 Specific Gravity
Log and view data for equipment and actions
 AC Outlets
 Dosing Pumps
 Lights
 Fish Feeder
 Controller Startup
 Set Light in Temporary Mode
 Resume Controller to Auto Mode

Screensaver Mode
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Schedule 2 automatic feedings per day for your fish any days of the week

Use display for a photo album
Scroll through images
Adjust image scrolling speed
Turn off screensaver and have screen dim to off instead
View clock instead of images
Set how long the display is idle before screensaver starts
Use your own images for the screensaver
Comes pre-loaded with 17 images

Custom Rules
o

Create rules using 22 different parameters
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o


Automatic Top Off (ATO) System (sensors required)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Adjustable display brightness
Auto-dim feature adjusts the screen brightness based on ambient light conditions
Independent temperature control for 3 water heaters
Header status icons for ATO, webpage open, internet connection, screen lock and controller connection
All settings stored in an eeprom so you never loss your settings
Smart startup routine resumes controller on power outages base on schedules and custom rules
Display all times in 24 hour or 12 hour format
One touch to sync display and controller
Assign equipment to ports
Custom pin code to lock screen
Custom home screen dock
Multiple home screen docks

Internet Access
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Flood proof
Float switch to monitor water levels
Backup float switch
Select maximum time ATO pump can run in case float switches malfunction
Check water level every 1-24 hours
Float switch must sense low water level for 30 minutes before ATO pump is activated
Test mode to bypass delays
Receive email alerts when ATO pump starts and stops
Receive email alert if ATO System malfunctions
ATO Requires resetting if ATO malfunctions

Other Features
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Create rules using up to 5 optical sensors, switches or any analog/digital Arduino sensor
Create rules using the 4 flow meters
Set level for parameter to activate rule
Turn any outlet on or off using any sensor or parameter
Turn any water pump or DC accessory on or off using any sensor or parameter
Dose your aquarium using any sensor or parameter
Backup timer so dosing pump doesn't activate more than once in set time frame
Options to skip rule If AC outlet schedule Is on or off

Monitor all sensors and probes
Feed fish
Control AC power outlets
Receive real-time email alerts
Monitors external IP address for changes and emails new address when it changes, you'll always be able to
connect away from home
Auto generate strong username and password for web access or customize to your liking
View local and external IP address, username and password on display so you never forget your login
information

Email Alerts
o
o
o
o
o
o

Email alerts can individually be turned on or off
26 different alerts (more coming soon)
Receive emails if water or light temperature goes over or under a set value
Receive emails if PH, ORP, Dissolved Oxygen, Saturation, Conductivity, TDS, Salinity or Specific Gravity goes
over or under a set value
Receive email if controller restarts
Receive email if external IP address changes
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o
o
o
o


Receive email when fish are fed
Receive email when dosing pump runs
Receive email when ATO starts and stops
Receive email showing all the current water parameters

Local Audio Alerts
o
o
o
o

22 different parameters are monitored
Set low level and high level alarms
Independent volume control for each parameter
The levels set for audio alerts are used for email alerts
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Setting Up the Controller & Display
Setting up the controller and display is straight forward. Simply plug the controller into a 12V transformer, then connect th e
display using a standard Cat5/Cat6 Ethernet patch cable. This cable can be up to 100m long, depending on where you want
to locate the controller and display. For instance, you may wish to have the controller near your tank, and the display on an
adjacent wall, or on a desk on the opposite side of the room, or even in another room entirely.
*Note: The controller will start up and run without the display. The display is only needed to make changes to the
controller, and once saved, it no longer needs to remain connected. The only time the controller will restart, is if the time is
changed.

Where Do I Connect It?
The following pictures show where the power, sensors and probes are connected.

On the back of the controller, you have, left to right:







A green LED indicator (power on)
Standard 12V DC (2.1mm center pin) connection for the power transformer, if you ordered an AC power bar
there’s a cable and jack on power supply to power up controller (if you don’t have a power bar a standard 12V/3A
transformer will suit, power supply can be higher than 3amps but shouldn’t be less)
USB (B) Programming Port for updates – cable most often used to connect a printer to a PC
Internet (RJ45) – standard Cat 5 or Cat 6 patch cable, (up to 100m long), to connect to your Internet router
2 x SVGA connectors (AC Relay 1-8 & AC Relay 9-16), to control the Power Boards *

*NOTE: you must ensure that the SVGA cables you use to connect to the Power boards are ‘true’, requires a cable with 10
pins connected straight through, or they will not work. You can usually tell by the thickness of the cable, if it’s thin it
probably won’t work.
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On the front and right hand side, are located all the connections for LED lights, various pumps, sensors, and probes.
The primary connectors used are green 4 pin 3.5mm pluggable terminal block connectors, with the exception of the
connections for the Display, and the 8 dosing pumps, which use standard RJ45 connectors.
*4 pin Male Terminal Block Connector

*NOTE: When you buy either the DIY kit or the preassembled kit, you will be provided with 20 male 4 pin terminal block
connectors to wire up your devices
On the front, going left to right, top row:









Flowmeter 1 and Powerhead 1 and DC Accessory 1
Flowmeter 2 and Powerhead 2 and DC Accessory 2
Flowmeter 3 and Powerhead 3 and DC Accessory 3
Flowmeter 4 and Powerhead 1 and DC Accessory 4
Sensor 1-2
Sensor 3-4
Sensor 5
Dosing pump 5-8

Left to right, bottom row:


Atlas-Scientific Circuits
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ATO Backup Float Switch
ATO Main Float Switch
12V ATO Pump
Water Temperature and Temp 1
Air temperature and Temp 2
Light Temperature and Temp 3
Auto Feeder and Temp 4
Dosing Pump 1-4
Display

On the right hand side we have, left to right, top row:



LED Channels 9-12
LED Channels 13-16

Left to right, bottom row:




4 DC Grounds
LED Channels 1-4
LED Channels 5-8

Pin Outs for Connecting Devices – 4 Pin & RJ45 Connectors
*Refer: Wiring up Connectors for Equipment (V2 RevB)

Start Up Screen
This is the ‘Splash’ screen you will see, if you have the
display connected, when Robo-Tank starts up.
Once you have configured Robo-Tank, it will continue
to operate normally, if you remove the display, it
doesn’t have to be connected for normal operations.
You can power it off and on, and it will automatically
resume normal function.
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Understanding the Home Screen
This is the Home screen for the controller, and is what you always see, after the ‘Splash screen’.
If you have 8 AC outlets configured, you will see the
screen to the left, and if you have 16 outlets
configured, the one below it.
This screen can be customized to display the
information you find most important or useful.
Looking at the default screen, starting on the left,
we have 3 temperatures showing;




the first one is water temperature
the second one is air temperature and humidity
the third is the light temperature

These temperatures are updated every 5 seconds. If
you press on any of the temperatures momentarily
the temperature will disappear and you’ll see a
minimum and maximum temperature for that
sensor. If you press and hold the min/max for 3
seconds the controller will beep and the min/max
will be reset. The water temperature has an alarm
built in, and if it goes over the set temperature, it
turns red, and if it goes under, it turns blue. The
temperature will stay that color until you reset the
alarm by pressing the water temperature icon.
In the next column, top, we have Current Light
Mode, where you can see the current mode the
lights are in. If the controller is fading from different modes it’ll show you what it’s fading from and to and how long remains
for the transition. *This section can also be configured to show the local weather forecast for the location you select.
Below that we have the current Feeding status, where you can see the last time the fish were fed. When a feed cycle is
running the information changes to how much longer the fed lasts. If you press the fish bowl you get the feeding screen
where you can manually feed your fish (see below). *This section can also be configured to show the 4 flow meters and their
current status.
In the next column, top, we have the current Water Parameters. In the image above, it’s showing the PH1. This area rotates
between 10 different parameters (pH1, pH2, CO2, ORP, DO, SAT, EC, TDS, SAL, SG), in the settings you can change how often
it scrolls and select any or all of the 10 different parameters to scroll. For example if you only have pH and ORP you can select
only those two and the other parameters won’t scroll. If you press that area of the screen it scrolls to the next parameter.
The minimum and maximum reading for each parameter is also recorded and displayed, if you press and hold that this area
of the screen the min/max will be reset for the parameter you’re currently viewing.
Below that we have the Dosing status area where you can see the 4 different dosing pump levels, and how many doses
remain. If you press this area it’ll show you the other 4 dosing pumps. At the top of the Dosing status area, it will display if a
pump is actively dosing, and in the image above, it shows that it’s currently dosing from pump 3.
On the far right we can see the 16 different AC power outlets, if the icon is green that outlet is on, if it’s grey the outlet is off.
If you have the controller set to 8 outlets only 8 icons are displayed, 2 columns of 4 in the same area.
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If an outlet is green it means that outlet is on, if it’s red that outlet is off. If you press the outlets area on the Home screen
you go to the Power screen. If you press any outlet using this screen that outlet will go in manual mode, all other outlets stay
in auto-mode. Any outlets that are put in manual-mode a small “M” will show up on the bottom corner of the icon on home
page so you can see if anything is running in manual-mode. If an outlet is in manual-mode its state will never change unless
you change it manually or put back in auto mode. To put it back in auto-mode you press the Resume, on the Home screen
dock. Currently all outlets put in manual will go back to auto and the “M” will disappear from the icon. Also if you change an
outlet status on the webpage it’ll go it manual-mode for that outlet, press Resume, on webpage will also set everything back
to auto-mode.
At the bottom of the screen there’s a row of 7 icons to navigate the controller, this is the Home page dock and can be
customized to your liking using other available short cuts. Currently you can have 2 custom docks which can be scrolled by
using the arrows next to the dock. Below are the 7 icons that will appear when you first receive the controller. You can find
more info on customizing the dock later in the manual.
Resume – If you press this button momentarily the controller resumes to the regular schedule for all the
AC power outlet. If a feed cycle is running the AC outlets can't be resumed until the feeding is complete. If
you press and hold the resume button for 1 second the controller will beep once and the lights will
resume to the current schedule. Finally, if you press and hold the resume button for 5 seconds the
controller will beep twice and do a hard reset on the AC outlets and lights.
Lights – This screen is where you can set the controller to a temporary light mode, pressing resume button
for 1 second exits it
Storm – This is where you can start the storm effect for the lights and powerheads, if you press resume for
1 second before the storm ends it will exit.
Graphs – This is where you can view the data logs for the different parameters using a bar graph or line
chart.
Sensors – Here you can view all the sensor parameters attached to the controller, see Sensors screen for
more.

Service – Here you can adjust the ATO settings.

Settings – This takes you to the main settings page.

Home Screen Hidden Features




Press the Parameters box, and it will immediately scroll to the next parameter, so you don’t have to wait for it to
scroll.
When a temperature alarm goes off, the temperature on the Home screen turns blue or red, depending on whether
it is over or under temp. If you momentarily press on the icon beside the temperature, it will clear the alarm.
If you press the actual temperature reading on the Home page, and hold for 2 seconds, it will display the min/max
readings since the last reset. Whilst viewing min/max reading, if you press and hold for 2 seconds, the display will
beep and the min/max readings will be reset.
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Status Screens Only Accessible from the Home Screen
All screens displaying the status of equipment or sensors can only be viewed from the home page using the custom docks or
pressing the section of the screen you want info for.
You can only get to Status Screens directly from the Home screen, if there’s no direct shortcut on the home page add them
to the Home Dock, the different screens available from the home page are:











Fish Feeding Status
Flow Meters Data
Manual AC power screen
Full Local Weather Forecast
Temporary Light Mode
Turn Storm Mode On (coming soon)
Access graphs and equipment logs
All Parameter Values
ATO settings
Dosing Pump basic settings

Simply press that box/area, and you will go to that status screen.

Customized Home Screen Examples:
Replacing the Fish Feeding Status with Flow meter
Status/Data.

Replacing the Current Light Mode with Local
Weather data.

*NOTE: The blue text is bright and clear on the display
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Navigating the Controller
Navigating around the controller is easy using the touch screen interface. Touch different parts of the screen for different
actions, some actions requiring pressing and holding the display for a longer period.

Settings Menu
This is the main SETTINGS menu for all the options,
from the Home screen, press: Settings.

Lights – Takes you to settings for the lights

Weather – Takes you to the weather settings

Schedules – Sub-Menu for navigating the schedules

Web Alerts – Turn on/off different alerts

Audio Alerts – Adjust different audio alerts

Feeding – Make changes to the feeding cycle

Dosing – Adjust your dosing settings

Hardware – Sub-Menu for navigating the hardware settings

Customize – Sub-Menu for customizing the controller

System – Adjust the different system settings

Set Clock – Change the date and time on the controller
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Hardware Menu
One thing to remember, most of the changes you make, (95%), will save immediately when you make the change, a few,
save when you leave the page, (but, if for some reason you stay on a screen, after changing a setting, and the screen times
out and returns to the Home screen, it will automatically save the changes unless a power outage occurs before the display
returns to home page automatically). All settings changed are implemented immediately.

From the Home screen, press: Settings > Hardware,
and you will get the HARDWARE SETTINGS screen.

Heaters – Adjust the heater settings

Calibrate Temps – Calibrate main temperature sensors

Dosing Pumps – Calibrate dosing pumps

Powerheads – (coming soon)

Atlas-Scientific Probes – Set up and calibrate Atlas circuits

Custom Rules – Logic settings for sensors

Port Assignment – Here you assign equipment to ports

Flow Meters – Settings for flow meters

*NOTE: The blue text is bright and clear on the display
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Heaters
The controller has a high level of logic built in to control all the hardware you have connected. So you can run 3 water heaters
independently and safely.

Controlling Three Water Heaters Independently
From the Home screen press: Settings > Hardware
> Heaters, and you will see the HEATER SETTINGS
screen, at left, where you can manage the 3 water
heaters independently. These options only show up
if you have the heaters assigned to an AC power
outlet in the Customize Outlets screen.
These settings tell the controller when to turn the
heaters on or off, when the heater is turned off the
AC power is cut to the heater so you’ll never
overheat your aquarium.
The power schedules for the heater outlets still
function however these settings override it.
*NOTE: The blue text is bright and clear on the display

Temperature Sensors
Calibrating Temperature Sensors – Water, Air & Light
** COMING SOON!
When you first connect up a temperature sensor, it will not be perfectly accurate, “out of the box”, and as such you will
need to ‘calibrate or compensate’ for the variation.
It is strongly advised that you do this as soon as you have added the sensor. You can do this by using a standard spirit
thermometer, (if you have a mercury one, please dispose of it with your local ‘hazardous waste’ facility, and replace it with
a spirit one, as mercury is a neurotoxin). The longer the thermometer, the better, (easier to read), or for more accuracy, a
NIST compliant, (12” / 30cm), spirit thermometer.
Set up the thermometer next to your temperature sensor, leave for 10 minutes, then observer the reading, the difference
between it and the reading you are seeing from the sensor, is the amount of compensation +/- you need to apply.
Be aware that over time, the sensor will oxidize and form a deposit on the sensor, (this will happen faster for sensors
immersed in water, than those in air), so you need to regularly check the accuracy of your reading, and every 6 months is a
good interval to check and, if necessary, adjust the amount of compensation.
Eventually, especially for those immersed in water, no amount of compensation will work, and in fact you are most likely to
start seeing ‘abnormal readings’ from your temperature sensor. When this happens, it’s time to replace the sensor.
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Dosing Pumps
The controller is capable of controlling 8 DC Dosing Pumps allowing you to fertilize your plants or whatever you can come up
with. Each pump has its own set of schedules. The controller tracks how many doses are remaining in each reservoir, when a
reservoir is empty the dosing pump won’t run, press the Refill Bottle button when you fill it up. You can also adjust the
controller to run the same speed as your pump. The controller is setup for 12v DC pumps but can be used with 6v pumps
using a DC regulator to drop the voltage.

Changing Dose Amount and Manual Dosing
From the Home screen press: Settings > Dosing, and
you get the screen on the left. Here you can adjust
how large the dose is in milliliters for each pump and
tell the controller you refilled the reservoir. You can
also manually dose each pump by pressing the
Manual Dose, for that particular pump.
The maximum dose amount for each pump is 250ml,
each reservoir can hold a maximum of 250 doses and
the maximum reservoir size is 2550ml. All this is
taken into account when you change your settings.
For example if you have the bottle capacity set to
2000ml but you wanted to dose 5ml, that would be
over the maximum amount of doses allowed per reservoir so to set 5ml you would have to adjust reservoir size to 1270ml or
less.
Press NEXT, bottom right, to view pumps 5 – 8.

Calibrating Dosing Pumps and Reservoir Capacity
From the Home screen press: Settings > Hardware >
Dosing Pumps, and you get the screen to the left,
DOSING PUMP SETTINGS, where you can adjust the
speed and reservoir capacity for each dosing pump.
First you can adjust the Pump Rate for each dosing
pump. This is where you calibrate each pump so they
dose accurate. Follow these steps to calibrate your
pumps. It’s recommended to use a small measuring
cup, one around 10ml will work just fine.

1. Stick one hose in a container of water, the other hose place it in or hold over the measuring cup
2. On the Dose Settings screen set the Dose Amount for each pump to 10ml or the size of your measuring cup.
3. On the screen to the left press the Manual Dose, to see how much is pumps. If the dose is more or less than 10ml adjust
the Pump Rate on the screen above. Repeat until you get a 10ml dose.
4. You can now set the dose amount to the amount of fertilizer you wish to dose.
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Scheduling the Dosing Pumps
From the Home screen press: Settings > Schedules
> Dosing, and you will see the DOSING SCHEDULE
screen to the left, where you can change the
schedule for each of the dosing pumps.
Each icon, on the left, represents 8 different dosing
pumps/reservoirs.
To setup or change one, press the one you wish to
setup or change and it will take you to the DOSING
SCHEDULE screen, below, for that pump.

This is a list of all the schedules for the selected
dosing pump, in this case Dosing Pump 1 –
Conditioner. * This is a custom label, and can be
defined by you to display what you are dosing – see
Setting Custom Labels – Pg. 40
Here you can configure up to 10 schedules for this
dosing pump. A schedule can be set for any time of
the day and day of the week to run. Any day
column that have an X, verifies a schedule is set
and will run at that given time on that given day.
If a schedule number has no X under any of the
days that schedule is disabled and won’t run at the
time shown.
These schedules don’t need to be in order, for example schedule 1 could be set to run a 4pm and schedule 2 could be set
for 11am it won’t make any difference.
To setup a new schedule press any of the 10 rows and you’ll go to the screen below, where you can set the time the
schedule runs and which days to run it on.

On this screen, in this case for Dosing Pump 1 –
Conditioner - Schedule 5, you setup/adjust what
time, and which days of the week, to dose.
To disable this schedule for this dosing pump,
simply uncheck all the days of the week.
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Magnetic Stirrers
If you need to dose something that should be shaken or stirred before use, then here’s your answer, automatically stir the
liquid before dosing commences, ensuring the correct concentration is delivered to the tank. Some examples are fertilizers
and trace element additives, for planted tanks, or a commercial Calcium supplement, iron or silicate supplement for the reef
tank.
You can control up to 8 magnetic stirrers individually, one for each dosing pump. They connect to LED channels 9-16. These
8 channels can be used for lights or stirrers. The future will see additional equipment controlled using these channels, since
most people DIY, and the commercial light units, don't use 16 channels for LED's.
When the stirrer is enabled, on the DOSING PUMP SETTINGS screen, the slider on the LIGHT MODES screen, will be
replaced with text saying "Stirrer Enabled". The stirrer will automatically start when the dosing schedule comes along or
you do a manual dose, it'll run for 30 seconds, there will be a 3 second pause and then the dosing pump will startup.

On the DOSING PUMP SETTINGS screen to the left,
you will see at the bottom of each column, below
the dosing pump settings, a check box ‘Stirrer
Disabled’.
This is the only setting; to enable/disable the stirrer
on the dosing pump settings page. If you do a
manual dose on this screen or the dosing pump
screen it'll tell you the stirrer is running and when
the pump runs. The Home screen also tells you the
stirrer is running, above the dosing pumps.
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Custom Rules
Custom rules are a powerful way to control most of the equipment connected. When you go to the Custom Rules screen,
you get a list view. Each screen shows 5 rules. At the top it'll tell you how many are active. If there's more than 6 rules,
press Next, bottom right hand corner, to toggle through them.
The rules are sorted by rule type, they show up in the same order you see when you add a rule and select the parameter to
use. You can't disable a rule, if you don't need it press the delete button and it'll will be gone. (Future update will add a
feature to disable them).
The CUSTOM RULES Screen, is a list of all the
custom rules setup and running. At the top it’ll tell
you the total number of rules and the page you’re
viewing.
Currently 30 custom rules can be setup and
running using 31 different parameters, once the
page is full an icon shows up on bottom right
corner to change pages.








Column 1 shows the parameter and value to trigger the rule with a delete button
Column 2 is AC outlets (outlet number is under it).
Column 3 is dosing pumps (5 characters of the custom name is under it).
Column 4 is the accessory ports (the port number is under it).
Column 5 shows the dosing pump reset timer
Column 6 shows the options to skip AC outlets based on scheduled

To add a new rule, go to the bottom left hand corner, press: Add Rule.

When you press Add Rule, you're presented with all
the parameters that can be used to trigger the rule.
Press the parameter you want to set up a rule for,
and a white box will show up around that
parameter, press OK, to continue, or Cancel to quit.
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Once you have selected the parameter, you get a
page that allows you to setup what happens. In the
example below, it’s humidity levels.
At the top it'll show you the parameter you
selected, in this case: Set Levels For Humidity.
Now you set the value for the selected parameter
to trigger the custom rule, if the actions should
occur if the parameter is “Less Than” or “Greater
Than” the value you set.
If you want an email alert sent to you for this rule,
check the Send Email box.
Next you want to select the equipment you want to control, if an icon is grey that means no action will be taken, if it’s green
it will turn on and if it’s red it’ll turn off. You can scroll through the options for each piece of equipment by pressing the
icons.
You'll also see an option, center right, Dosing Pump Reset Timer. This is an important setting if you want to dose using the
rules. If you select a dosing pump to run you can also set a timer so that dosing pump doesn’t run again until that time has
expired, this is good if the rule conditions occur before this time frame expires the dosing pump won’t run again.
For example, without this if a float switch was being used for a rule and it was flipped a couple times in a row the dosing
pump would run twice. With this option you can set a timer so the dosing pumps don't run again no matter what the
parameter reads until the timer has expired. The timer can be set from 0 - 720 minutes (12 hours) so it would never dose
more than twice a day. If a rule is setup using a dosing pump and the controller is restarted the dosing pump won't run until
the sensor is flipped both ways.
You can also add an option to the AC outlets for better control, these are located at the bottom right corner of screen, Skip
Outlet Actions if Outlet Schedule is Running and Skip Outlet Actions if Outlet Schedule is Not Running.
If you select Skip Outlet Actions if Outlet Schedule is Running the custom rule will not affect the selected outlets if a
schedule is currently running. For example, if you wanted to turn a fan off if the air temperature went above 70 degrees but
had a schedule running that had that fan turned on the fan wouldn’t turn off unless the schedule wasn’t running.
If you select Skip Outlet Actions if Outlet Schedule is Not Running it will not affect the selected outlets if no schedule is
running. These options allow for more complex control if you want to tie schedules and custom rules in one.
Then you select any of the AC outlets, dosing pumps or accessory ports to control. Each rule can only turn on/off 8 pieces of
equipment as the list page gets messy with too many icons but in the unlikely event you need more equipment on the rule
create a 2nd or 3rd rule using the same conditions.
Any rules set are constantly checked so you get real time results when a condition is met.
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Port Assignment - Assigning Hardware Ports to Sensors/Equipment
From the Home screen, press: Settings > Hardware
> Port Assignments, and you will see the PORT
ASSIGNMENTS screen, at left, where you can
customize some of the ports for different sensors
and equipment. Overtime more options will be
available here as more equipment is added and
verified. When you use these ports be sure to set the
correct sensor type or equipment type.
Port 6-9: is for the 4 spare temperature sensors.
They can be a DS18B20 temperature sensor or
DHT22 temperature/humidity sensor. (Future - add
the option so they can read an analog/digital sensor
as well).
Port 10-13: are the 4 accessory ports. The option selected affects the Ground pins on each of those ports. If “DC Accessory”
is selected the Ground pin is switched on/off via the controller which turns DC accessories on or off. If “Powerhead” is
selected the Ground pin is always turned on, in effect becoming a regular ground pin.
The port has a 12v pin but you can easily use a 6v or 24v external power source if needed. This pin is PWM so it'll also be
able to change the speed of fans, etc. There's also a pin available on each port that can put out a digital or analog signal to
control digital powerheads like the Jebao or Tunze. Technically you can control 12 pieces of equipment on the 4 ports.
Today it will only turn on/off one of the pins on each port using a custom rule but to use that feature you need this option
set to DC Accessory.
Port 14-17: are the 4 other device ports but no settings available, currently you add your flow meters here. Future releases
will add other devices.
Port 18-22: are for the 5 analog sensor ports, currently this options allows you to choose if you’re using a digital sensor or
analog sensor.
*Note: When an analog sensor is checked is reads it 3 times, the last value is stored and the final reading is the most
common number out of 10 readings. This helps smooth out the readings.
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Flow Meters
The controller is capable of monitoring 4 DC Flow meters allowing you to monitor the flow through your filters and tank, and
alert you to any possible issues.
If you have the Flow meters displayed on the Home
screen, press that, or if you have it on one of the
Home screen “Docks” press that, and you will see
the screen on the left FLOW METERS.
On this page you see the flow per minute and flow
per hour in either liters or gallons. You can switch
between them by pressing the right-hand bottom
corner.
On the meter is a counter which displays the total
liters or gallons that went through the meter. This is
stored on the SD card every minute so after a restart
it will continue. You can reset the meter by pressing
and holding Reset on the meter for half a second.
*NOTE: The actual meters on the screen display don't have the commas in the counter.
From the Home screen press: Settings > Hardware
> Flow Meters, and you will see the screen to the
left, FLOW METER SETTINGS.
On this page you can select the measurement type,
home page view and a calibration value for each
flow meters. You also see the current amount
flowing so when you adjust things you don't need
to leave the screen.
If you change the measurement type to gallons the
labels and flow will update to match.

Calibrating Flow meters
Most flow meters have an F value, they call that the calibration factor I believe. Typically this is 4.5 but I have seen some
with 5.5. I'm hoping the calibration value is based on that however mine say 4.5 but on the controller I have it set to 4.8.
Not sure if it’s the cheap flow meter or code but it’s best to measure your pump to get a proper value.
The easiest way to do that is get 2 - 5 gallon buckets. Fill one with water and then run the pump for 60 seconds and turn off,
be sure you have the flow meter connected as this could change how much is pumped in 60 seconds. Then measure how
much water was pumped in the bucket. Let’s say you pump 6.2L in that 60 seconds. Now you can run the pump and adjust
the calibration value on this screen until the flow value in L/min matches what you measured.
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LED Light Control
Robo-Tank can control up to 16 channels of LED’s independently. There’s 4 different light modes which can be changed easily.

Setting the LED Intensity for Each Daily Light Mode
From the Home screen press: Settings > Lights, and
you get the screen to the left, LIGHT MODES from
where you can adjust the light intensity for each of
the 16 channels for the 4 daily light modes. The
controller has 4 different light modes it cycles
through each day, High Sun, Mid Sun, Low Sun and
Moon or Night.
The 4 light modes are on the left side, you can toggle
between the modes by pressing the respected
button for each one. When you change modes the
sliders will automatically go to the values you
selected for that particular mode.
At the top of each slider it says either Low End or
High End, press this area and the slider range changes. High range allows you to adjust the LED intensity from 0 (off) to 4095
(full brightness). If you select low range the slider adjust from 0 (off) to 255 (dim) allowing you to fine tune the lights at the
lowest brightness.
Use the sliders to adjust the values for each channel, the screen shows 8 channels, to modify the other 8 channels, press Ch
9 – Ch 16 in the bottom right hand corner.
At the top left corner there's a button, Test Modes, if you press this the controller will cycle your 24hr cycle in 1 minute so
you can see the effect. Please note the transition is smoother when it does so in normal time. If you have 0 for moon and
4095 for low sun it will skip some of the increments as it transitions each schedule in 15 seconds.
*NOTE: On channel 9-16 if you have a dosing pump stirrer setup the slider will be replaced with a label showing which stirrer
is enabled

Customizing the LED Slider Colors
From the Home screen press: Settings > Customize >
Sliders, and you get the CUSTOMIZE SLIDER COLORS
screen to the left, for customizing the LED slider
colors. You can choose from 8 different colors and
assign one of them to each of the 16 LED channels.
Press the channel number you want to change and
it’ll turn white as seen on the left. Then select the
color you want for that particular channel and the
channel text color will change to match what you
selected.
This is useful so you don’t forget what colors are on
each channel.
*NOTE: The blue text is bright and clear on the display
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Switching to the Temporary Light Mode
From the Home screen press: Lights, and you the
TEMPORARY LIGHT MODE screen, to the left, you
can start and adjust the temporary light mode.
Using the temporary light mode bypasses the daily
light schedule. When you enter the screen the
sliders go to the current LED intensity for each
channel, if you adjust them the light intensity
changes.
Press the Set Temporary Light Mode, in the bottom
left hand corner to keep the lights in this mode. If
you don’t press that button and exit the screen the
lights resume to how they were.
Pressing Resume on the Home screen for 1 second
will exit the temporary light mode and return to the normal mode.
You can also change the range of the sliders from Low to High as discussed above.

View the Schedule for Each Daily Light Mode
From the home screen press Settings > Schedules >
Lights and you get the LIGHT SCHEDULE screen
where you can view the schedules for each of the 4
daily light modes.
You can see on the left that the lights come on at
11:00am and start transitioning from Night to Low
Sun, this means the controller slowly brightens
from Night mode to Low Sun mode, in this case it
will take 1 hour and 30 minutes before the lights hit
the intensity values selected for Low Sun mode, this
will happen at 12:30pm.
Then the lights stay at the Low Sun intensity until
1:31pm when the lights start transitioning from Low
Sun to Mid Sun which takes 1 minute this time, this is quite extreme as an example.
The lights now stay in the Mid Sun mode until 2:02pm when they start transitioning to High Sun and takes 30 minutes to
complete. They now stay at High Sun until 7:00pm and start transitioning back down to Mid Sun, this takes 1 Hour. Then it
goes from Mid Sun to Low Sun starting at 11:00pm and lasts for 30 minutes and finally at 11:31 it starts transitioning back to
Night, it shuts off completely at 1:31am.
This is the cycle that will run daily, if you press any one of the 6 transitions you can adjust the start time and length of time,
the transition runs for.
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Editing the Schedule for Each Daily Light Mode
When you press one of lines, under MODE, in the screen above, you will see a screen similar to the one below.
In this case, the line:

was pressed, and you’re editing the transition from High Sun  Mid Sun.

Select the time you want the transition to start and
how long you want it to run. On the left the
transition starts at 7:45pm and runs for 1 hour and
15 minutes.

Schedules Sub-Menu Screen
From this screen you have access to set up schedules for lights, power outlets, dosing pumps, the auto-feeder and
powerheads (wave makers).
From the Home screen, press: Settings > Schedules,
and you will get the SCHEDULES screen, to the left.

Lights– This takes you to the light schedules

Power – This takes you to the power schedules

Dosing – This takes you to the dosing schedules

Feeding – This takes you to the feeding schedules
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Feeding the Fish
The controller can handle one auto fish feeder to feed your fish 2 times a day. (4 times a day coming soon).

Feeding Cycle Settings
From the Settings screen you can access the FEED
SETTINGS screen, shown on the left. There's 2
different views for the feed setting screen
depending how many AC outlets you have. If you
only have 8 AC outlets you'll see the top image, if
you have 16 AC outlets you'll see the image below
left.
On this screen you can select which outlets turn
on/off, or ‘no action’, while your fish are being feed.
If the outlet icon is green the power will be turned
on when a feed cycle happens if it isn't already. If
the outlet icon is red it will turn off the outlet during
the feed cycle, and if it’s gray, it will not do anything,
the outlet remains unaffected by the feed cycle.
You can also select how long the feed cycle will last. In the image its set to 10 minutes. After 10 minutes the AC outlets will
return to their previous state and regular schedule.
You have the option of using the auto feeder or
manually feeding your fish. Press the checkbox to
enable or disable it. When the auto feeder is
disabled the AC outlets still turn on/off based on
your selections.
The controller will only allow the auto feeder to run
5 times per day maximum. You can reset the counter
by pressing the Reset Feed Count button.
If you manually feed your fish and don't use an auto
feeder but would like the home screen feed time to
update simply leave the auto feeder enabled and set
the feeding schedules to when you manually feed
and the last feeding time will be updated.
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Scheduling the Feeding Cycle
From the Home screen press: Settings > Schedules >
Feeding, and you get the FEEDING SCHEDULE
screen, on the left. Here you can set when the feed
cycle starts. You can set 2 feed schedules per day.
The check boxes are on 2 lines, 1 and 2, those are the
two feeds per day. If the box is checked the fish will
be feed that day at the set time for each feed.

Manual Feeding
If you have the auto feeder enabled you don't need
to do anything, however if you feel like giving your
fish an extra feeding you can press the Fish Bowl on
the Home screen or shortcut on dock and you will
see the FEEDING screen on the left.
If you press Auto Feed the feed cycle will run and
your automatic fish feeder will run. If you press Hand
Feed, the feed cycle will run but your auto fish
feeder won't. This could be useful if you want only
the AC outlets to go to the feeding schedule. You can
also stop the feed cycle at any time.
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Controlling the AC Power Outlets
Robo-Tank can control up to 16 AC power outlets using schedules and sensors to control them, and of course manual control
using the display or through the internet. You can also customize each of the AC outlet icons on the controller so you never
forget what you have plugged in or get confused with what you're trying to control.
There's also a setting to change between 8 or 16 AC outlets, if you have it on 8 any screens on the controller will only show 8
outlets, if you have 16 outlets selected you'll see all 16.
The controller has a smart startup routine where it checks all the schedules on startup and sets each outlet to the mode it
should be in at that given time.
If the power goes out during the day but comes back on at night the control knows this and resumes in night mode. Each AC
outlets have 10 schedules that can be set for any or all days of the week.

Customizing AC Power Outlet Icons
From the Home screen, press: Settings > Customize
> Outlets, and you will see the screen to the left, the
CUSTOMIZE OUTLETS screen, where you can
customize the icon for each of the power outlets.
This is useful for navigating the controller, so you
won’t be confused as to what equipment is plugged
into which outlet.
Press any of the outlets on the first two rows and it
will disappear, next press one of the icons on the
bottom row in green and the controller now knows
what’s plugged in.
For example if you had a heater plugged in outlet 2
as seen on the left, the controller will turn the relay on/off when the water temperature changes. If you change the heater
to outlet 6, that outlet will now turn on/off based on the water temperature so it’s important to put the heaters on the
correct outlets. If you don’t have a heater assigned you won’t be able to view the heater settings.
At the bottom in the middle you have the option of 8 or 16 outlets, if you chose 8 only 8 outlet icons will be visible throughout
the controller.
The power icons on the Home screen will always be green if on and gray if off, when an outlet is put in manual mode (by
going to the power page and manually changing if it’s on/off) a red M will show up on the icon in the top left hand corner,
so you can easily see if the outlet is on or off and if it’s in manual mode.
When an outlet runs in manual mode nothing will turn it on/off, all the schedules and rules are ignored. This is good if you
do maintenance and turn something off you don't need to worry about it coming on by surprise.
When you press Resume, on the Home screen, (bottom left), all the AC outlets go back to the mode based on the daily
schedules, then a couple seconds later, the custom rules will update the outlets based on them. If a dosing pump is in the
rule and Resume is pressed, the pump will not run again.
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Scheduling the AC Power Outlets
From the Home screen, press: Settings > Schedules
> Power, and you see the screen to the left, the
POWER SCHEDULE screen.
Each icon, on the left, represents 16 different
outlets.
To setup or change one, press the one you wish to
setup or change and it will take you to the POWER
SCHEDULE screen, below, for that pump.

This is a list of all the schedules for the selected
outlet, in this case for Outlet 4 – Air Pump.
Here you can configure up to 10 schedules for this
outlet. A schedule can be set for any time of the
day and day of the week to run. Any day column
that has an X, verifies a schedule is set and will run
at that given time on that given day.
If a schedule number has no X under any of the
days that schedule is disabled and won’t run at the
time shown.
These schedules don’t need to be in order, for
example schedule 1 could be set to run a 4pm and
schedule 2 could be set for 11am it won’t make any difference.
To setup a new schedule press any of the 10 rows and you’ll go to the screen below, where you can set the time the
schedule runs and which days to run it on.

On this screen, in this case for Outlet 4 Air Pump Schedule 5, you setup/adjust what time, and which
days of the week the schedule will run.
Then on the right side press ON and it’ll change to
OFF, select the action you want to occur when the
schedule runs.
To disable this schedule for this outlet, simply
uncheck all the days of the week.
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Manual AC Power Outlet Control
From the Home screen, press the Power status
area, on the right side of the screen, and you see
one of the two POWER screens on the left. If you
have the controller set to 8 outlets you see the top
image, if you have it set to 16 outlets you see the
bottom image.
On this screen you can manually turn on/off any of
the AC power outlets, press any outlet and that
outlet will go in manual mode, all other outlets stay
in auto-mode. If you manually change an outlet or
outlets they will not be controlled by the controller
any more.
Any outlets that are put into manual-mode will have a small “M” appear on the bottom corner of the icon, on Home screen
so you can easily see from there if anything is running in manual-mode. If an outlet is in manual-mode it will never change
unless you change it manually or resume auto mode.
To resume auto-mode, press Resume, on the Home screen dock or webpage, at the bottom of the screen. All outlets that are
in manual-mode will then go back to auto, and the “M” will disappear from the icon. (Also, if you change an outlet status
from the webpage it’ll go into manual-mode for that outlet, then if you press Resume on the webpage or controller, it will
resume full auto-mode).
When you are ready to return to auto mode, press Resume, on the dock, bottom left of the Home screen or on the webpage,
and all the AC outlets will resume auto mode.

You can also Start everything up at once (bottom
left), or Shut everything down at once (bottom
right), doing this will put all outlets in manual mode,
and to resume auto-mode, press Resume, on the
Home screen.
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Storm Mode with Lightning Effects
The controller has a storm mode feature which allows you to have a lightning show running and have the powerheads create
more turbulence (powerhead control being added).
The storm starts by dimming the lights to a level you select, based on the settings you select the controller randomly chooses
how long the transition runs and when the lightning starts. Once the lights reach the level you selected for the storm the
lightning begins, based on settings the controller randomly selects how long the storm will last. You can select any channels
out the 16 that lightning actually occurs from, this is useful if you have red or green LED’s on a specific channel but don’t want
red or green lightning.
Once you select your channels the controller randomly strikes lightning on those selected channels. You can also adjust the
lightning intensity and time between lightning strikes, based on your settings the controller is random. When the lightning is
running you may get flashes from 1 or 2 channels.
For example channel 7 & 10 might go off at the same time but different speeds and intensities or channel 6 might go off by
itself, this helps give it a realistic effect. When the storm is over the lights gradually come back to the current light mode for
that time of the day. The home screen has different icons telling you when it’s clouding over, storming and clearing.
If you run the storm with the lights in night mode the controller takes this into consideration and doesn’t run the dimming
and goes right to the lightning show. The intensity is also much lower so you don’t freak out any of your fishy friends. To run
the storm press the Storm, on the Home screen.

Setting Up the Storm Mode
From the Home screen, press: Settings > Weather,
and you get the screen on the left.
This is where you adjust the storm effects. In the
middle column you can set the Length of Storm, this
is how long the actual lightning runs and doesn’t
include the time it takes to get to the lightning. You
can set a low and high number, the controller will
then randomly select a time between the two
settings. The bottom number must be larger or the
same as the top number.
Next we have Select Channels for Lightning Strikes,
this is where we select the channels we want
lightning to strike. If the box is checked lighting will occur on that channel, if the box is uncheck no lightning will occur on that
specific channel.
In the first column we have 3 buttons at the top. First the cloud target button which takes to you a screen to adjust the
intensity level of the LED’s for the storm. Next is Customize, this takes you to another screen with more settings. The last
button is Stop Storm and its red, this is because a storm is currently running. You can stop the storm here and start it up
again. This is useful when you adjusting the settings. If the storm is running and you change a setting it won’t affect the
current storm, you need to stop and restart it for the changes to take effect.
The controller has a Lunar/Moon Phase Simulation mode available. This is used to mimic the brightness of the lights based
on the brightness of the moon. If there’s a full moon the lights are brightest at night and when there’s no moon the lights are
dark. To use this feature turn it on and make sure your moon light mode is set to at least 30 intensity for the LED channels
you want lite at night. They need to be set to 30 because there are 30 days in the month or so. If you only want one LED
channel lite for the moon light set it to 30 intensity and all the other channels to 0. If you don’t want the moon light running
all night you can set a schedule on the AC outlet for your LED lights to turn off when you want the moon light off.
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Adjusting the LED Intensity for the Storm
Press: Cloud Target, on the screen above you get the
screen on the left, LIGHTNING STORM MODE.
When the screen loads the LED’s will automatically
go to the intensity selected in this window. This
allows you to see the light level you’re adjusting to.
When you exit the screen the LED’s resume to their
normal levels.
Adjust until you’re satisfied with the look you want
for your aquarium when a storm runs. If the lights
are in LOW SUN, MID SUN, or HIGH SUN mode they
will transition to the levels selected here, if the lights
are in NIGHT mode the lights will not transition, they
will remain at the levels selected for the NIGHT
mode.

Customizing the Lightning Storm
If you press: Customize, on the main Storm Settings
screen you get the screen on the left, WEATHER
SETTINGS. Here you adjust how the lightning flashes
and how long the cloud over and clear lasts.
In the first column we have Lightning Strike
Intensity which allows you to adjust the brightness
of the flashes. The +1, +2, +3 and +4 are multipliers
for the number. +4 at 255 is the highest setting, +1
at 0 is the lowest. The controller randomly selects a
number between the two for the flash intensity so
it’s always different.
The next column is for adjusting the Time between
Lightning Strikes, there are two settings, a low and high, the controller randomly chooses between the two numbers.
The final column is for adjusting the Cloud Duration, this is how long it takes to transition to the storm brightness and then
return to the regular lighting schedule after the lightning is over. Again there’s a low and high setting, the controller will
choose a random time between the two settings.
*Note: If you change the options during a storm you won’t see any difference, you must stop and re-start the storm for them
to take effect.
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Customizing the Controller
You can customize many of the important aspects of the controller, choose the water parameters to view on the home screen,
view temperatures in Celsius or Fahrenheit, view times in 12hr or 24hr format, adjust the date and time, change the LED
sliders to match the colors of your LED’s for each channel, customize the icons for each of the 16 AC power outlets and
customize home page docks with shortcuts.

Using the Customize Controller Sub-Menus
From the Home screen press: Settings > Customize,
and you get the sub-menu on the left, CUSTOMIZE
CONTROLLER. From here you can customize the
controller to your liking.

Customizing the Home Screen
Press Home Page, and you get the CUSTOMIZE
HOME PAGE screen, this is where you customize the
parameters you want displayed on the Home screen.
On the left side of the screen, you select (check)
which water parameters you want to display & have
scroll on the Home screen, (up to 10 separate
parameters).
On the right side of the screen, under Home Screen
Box 1, you can select (check), whether you want to
display either Last Fish Feed or the Flow Meters.
Next under Home Screen Box 2, you can select
(check), whether to display either Light Mode status, or the Local Weather.
On the Home screen, if you touch the area that displays either Last Fish Feed/Flow Meters or Light Mode/Local Weather, it
will take you directly to the relevant screens.
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Customizing the Home Dock
Press Home Dock, and you go to the CUSTOMIZE
HOME PAGE DOSK screen, this is where you
customize the Home screen docks, (up to 2 docks),
which display at the bottom of the home screen.
At the bottom of the screen is an image of the dock
and how it’s currently setup, you can flip between
docks by pressing Dock 1 or Dock 2, at each end of
the dock.
The first and last icon are locked as these are
required functions. The top 2 rows of icons are the
shortcuts available to place on the dock, more will
be added in the future.
To change the dock press the icon on the dock you want to change. The icon will disappear leaving a black space, now you
can select the shortcut you want to place there. Once you do that it’ll show up on the dock, and has been saved.
*NOTE: more Docks and Dock options coming in future updates

Customizing the Display
If you press Display on the screen above you get the
CUSTOMIZE DISPLAY screen, this is where you
customize the Home screen.
The first setting is Return Home after Last Touch,
this tells the controller when to return back to the
home screen after being left idle.
Next is Scroll Home Screen Parameters, this setting
tells the controller how often to scroll through the
different water parameters at the bottom of the
screen.
Next is the Display Temperatures In setting, this
changes all the temperature views to Celsius or Fahrenheit.
Next is the Screensaver options, you can select (check) to Enabled Screensaver or Disabled Screensaver, the Fade to Off
setting, will turn the display dark instead of scrolling the images. If you select (check) View Clock, the display will show the
time in the middle of the screen instead of scrolling images. You can also select how often to Scroll Images and when to Start
Screensaver after last touch of screen. The controller comes pre-loaded with 17 images but these can be changed to your
own, the SD card size installed in the display determines how many images can be loaded.
*NOTE: to select the parameters you want scrolling on the Home screen. Refer: Customizing The Home Screen, Pg. 36
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Customizing the LED Slider Colors
From the home screen press: Settings > Customize >
Sliders, gets you to the CUSTOMIZER SLIDER COLOR
screen on the left, for customizing the LED slider
colors. You can choose from 8 different colors and
assign one of them to each of the 16 LED channels.
Press the channel number you want to change and
it’ll turn white as seen on the left. Then select the
color you want for that particular channel and the
channel text color will change to match what you
selected.
This is useful so you don’t forget what colors are on
each channel.
*NOTE: The blue text is bright and clear on the display

Customizing the AC Power Outlet Icons
From the Home screen, press: Settings > Customize
> Outlets, and you get to the CUSTOMIZE OUTLETS
screen where you can change the icon for each of the
different outlets. This is useful for navigating the
controller, you won’t be confused as to what’s what.
Press any of the outlets on the first two rows and it
will disappear, next press one of the icons on the
bottom row in green and the controller now knows
what’s plugged in.
For example if you had a heater plugged in outlet 2
as seen on the left, the controller will turn the relay
on/off when the water temperature changes. If you
change the heater to outlet 6, that outlet will now turn on/off based on the water temperature so it’s important to put the
heaters on the correct outlets. If you don’t have a heater assigned you won’t be able to view the heater settings.
At the bottom in the middle you have the option of 8 or 16 outlets, if you chose 8 only 8 outlet icons will be visible throughout
the controller.

Customizing Labels
Several of the labels for sensors and devices can be customized, specifically temperature, humidity sensors, and dosing
pumps. You can edit and customize the labels using an onscreen keyboard. (Soon to be expanded to include Internet
settings and more).
The port labels you can currently customize, are ports 1 to 7, temperature and humidity sensor ports, and ports 28 to 35,
dosing pumps 1 to 8.
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From the Home screen, press: Settings >
Customize > Labels, and you get to the,
CUSTOMIZE LABELS screen to the left.
To edit a label press the one you wish to change,
and you’ll see the screen below left.

In this example, the label for ‘Main Tank’ has been
selected. You’ll notice that an ‘onscreen’ keyboard
is now available.
Now press ‘Clear and Edit Label’, this will clear the
current label, and now you can enter your new
label.
Because the display can't read more than one
touch if you want an uppercase letter you press
"Caps Lock", it'll turn red and you can type, then
press it again to return to lowercase.
When you’re done, press Save and Exit. Pressing
Exit, will return you to the previous screen without
saving any changes.
The changes are saved to the displays SD card.

Setting the Date and Time on the Controller
You can adjust the date and time on the controller
by pressing Settings from the Home screen, then Set
Clock. Adjust the date and time as you wish, you can
also change time from 12hr to 24hr format by
pressing the area that says 24 Hour Clock. When it’s
on the 12hr format it says 12 Hour Clock.
After setting the date and time press the Save
Changes button to update the clock, the display and
controller will restart while saving.
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Setting up Local Weather Sync with OpenWeatherMap
To do this, the controller uses OpenWeatherMaps’s weather data to display your local weather data, to mimic sunrise/sunset
times based on your location, and coming in a future update, it will use that data to simulate local weather conditions; clouds,
lightning, & the lunar cycle.

Setting up the OpenWeatherMap API Key
To access to OpenWeatherMap’s data, you will need to remove the controller’s SD card, to edit a file, sign up to
OpenWeatherMap, generate a “Key”, which you will copy, then edit a file on the controller’s SD card, “weathAPI.txt”, paste
the Key, you just copied, into the correct location in the file, and save. Then put the SD card back into the controller and
restart the controller.
1.

First step is to remove the SD card from the controller, and insert it into a suitable device to enable you to read and
edit the card.

2.

Next, open a browser and go to https://openweathermap.org/

3.

Click the “Sign Up” link shown in the image above, and you will be taken to the “Sign Up” page below
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4.

Type in a username, your email address and a password and click “Create Account”.

And a “pop up” screen will open. *see the image below.

5.

Select a “Purpose” for using the API from the list such as Education and then click “Save”, (no company name is
required).

After clicking “Save” you’ll go to the page below.

6.

Click the “API keys” tab as shown in the image above.
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This takes you to the following screen, showing the API key.

7.

Highlight and copy the “Key” shown in the image above to your clipboard.

8.

Now, open the “weathAPI.txt” file on the controller SD card, this is located in the “System” folder, and paste the
“Key” you just copied above, into the file, in the location, between the = sign and the ] bracket, as seen in the image
below, and save.

9.

Now, insert the SD card back in the controller and restart the controller.

Now your controller will be able to access OpenWeatherMap data, as long as you have Internet access.
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Setting up the Local Weather on the Controller
From Home screen, if you have selected it to be
displayed. (*Future update will have it as an option
to add to the Home Dock).
Here you can view all the current weather
parameters for the area you selected, you can view
current temperature, humidity, pressure, visibility,
cloud cover, wind speed, wind gusts, wind direction,
sunrise & sunset times, and the time of weather
observation.
It’ll also display the current conditions out of 73
different possibilities.
The 5 check box options, Use Location to Simulate Clouds, etc., “Coming Soon in future update”.
At the bottom left corner you’ll see the geographic coordinates for actual weather conditions being displayed. To change the
selected location, press: Current Location, and you will see the screen below, where you can enter in a new location.

Here you can adjust the location for the current
weather conditions you want to display, you can
choose anywhere in the world, by simply entering
its geographic co-ordinates, (which you can get from
several sites; Google Maps, www.latlong.net,
www.findlatitudeandlongitude.com, to name a
few).
When you have the geographic coordinates for your
location press the “latitude” label, the current
latitude will disappear and you can enter in the new
latitude part of the coordinates.
After you enter in the latitude, press the “save”
button and do the same with the longitude. If you
make a mistake entering in the new location you can press clear and start over.
After you set the location you should also adjust the UTC Offset, left side of the screen, to match the location you selected.
You can find this info by typing in the location and UTC offset, into Google, and you’ll get the offset value you need. Doing
this will adjust the sunrise/sunset times to match that location. The data only gives the city and country name, province or
state aren’t shown.
You can adjust the sunrise/sunset times you actually want to use for your tank. For example, instead of sunrise at say 7:53am,
you may want it to be 11:53am. To do that, simply adjust the UTC Offset, in this case, -6 off the real offset.
Once you change the UTC Offset and go back to the previous screen you can verify the Sunrise and Sunset times match what
you want, adjust until you get it correct. *Note: the Forecast time will also change and will no longer show the correct time
the forecast was retrieved but has no effect other than visual.
Currently you can only access the detailed weather page by pressing the “Home Box2” on Home screen. An option for the
dock and for the Local Weather settings screen to from the main Settings screen coming soon.
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Controller Alerts
The controller is setup to give different alerts based on any of the water parameters or some of the actions performed by the
controller. There’s audio and visual alerts locally, the display has a small but loud buzzer that goes off when a water parameter
goes out of range. Each of the parameters has its own volume level you can adjust or disable the sound all together. There’s
also a lot of web alerts received via email, these instant alerts can be checked from your mobile phone, tablet or computer.
NOTE: More audio/visual and email alerts will be coming soon.

Audio and Visual Alerts
From the home screen press: Settings > Audio Alerts,
see the ALERT SETTINGS screen, at left, where you
can adjust the audio and visual alerts for different
parameters.
On the left side there’s five columns of buttons for
each of the parameters, press the parameter you
wish to adjust and the screen will refresh for that
specific parameter.
Adjust the Volume slider to a suitable level, 0 = off.
Adjust the Low Level and High Level alarm
thresholds to a number that suits your setup. The
high level alarm must be higher or the same as the low level alarm.
When the alert is triggered the buzzer will start buzzing, if the parameter goes over the high level threshold the readout on
the display will turn red, it’ll turn blue if the parameter goes under the low level threshold. At this time an email alert will also
be sent out if you have it enabled.
Once the alarm goes off it will continue until you reset it, once its reset the alarm won’t trigger for 2 hours giving the
parameter time to go back to the safe level. To reset the temperature alarms, press the temperature icon on the home screen.
To reset the other parameters press the readout for that parameter on the home screen or sensors screens.

Web Alerts
From the Home screen press: Settings > Web Alerts,
and you see the WEB ALERTS screen, at left, where
you can turn on or off the different web alerts. These
alerts are sent via email so you can get them from
anywhere using any device.
The water parameter alarm thresholds for the web
alerts are the same as the audio/visual alerts above.
Press the box beside each alert to enable or disable
it, if the box is checked the alert will go off, if the box
is unchecked an alert will not be sent.
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Automatic Top-off (ATO) System
The controller can control the hardware you have connected. For example: run 3 water heaters independently and safely.

Setting up the Automatic Top-off (ATO) System
From the Home screen if you press: Service, you get
the screen on the left.
These are the basic settings for the ATO system. You
can select a water level when the pump is activated
and how often the controller checks the water level.
The ATO system uses a float switch for detecting the
water level and a backup float switch is tied in for
security. If you have an Arduino based analog water
sensor you can use it in place of the main float
switch.
The ATO Water Level setting only applies if you’re
using an analog water sensor on the main ATO port, this adjusts how sensitive the analog sensor reacts. If you’re using a float
switch on the main ATO port any value can be set.
Next is the Check Water Level setting, here you can adjust how often the main ATO port reads the water level. If 0 is selected
the ATO system goes in “test mode”. This bypasses the timers so you can test the system. When in test mode the water level
is checked every 5 seconds and the startup delay is bypassed.
Next is the Maximum ATO Run Time setting, here you can adjust the maximum time the pump is allowed to run when the
ATO starts up. This is a “malfunction feature” which ensures no flooding occurs if the main and backup sensor fail.
If the pump runs longer than the Maximum ATO Run Time the pump will stop running and the ATO system will be disabled,
the ATO icon under the date in the header will turn red and an email will be sent telling you informing you that the ATO
malfunctioned.
Once this happens the ATO is disabled completely until you manually reset it on the display. To do this, you press the red ATO
icon under the date, a screen will show up and ask you if you want to reset the ATO, press OK and the icon should turn grey.
Now you can test the system again and ensure things are working correctly.

Running the Automatic Top-off (ATO) System
Once the ATO is setup it runs in the background, during normal operation the main ATO sensor needs to recognize a low
water level for 30 minutes before the pump starts, this ensures random waves or disturbances don’t affect it. Once the pump
starts the ATO icon under the date will turn green verifying the pump is running and will stay green until the pump turns off.
If you have the ATO Pump Start and Stop web alert selected you’ll receive an email when the pump turns on and off. The
email for a malfunction will always be sent out if you setup the email alerts.
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Sensors and Probes for Controller
The controller can run a combination of 7 Temperature sensors, 4 of which can be set to read a DHT22 or DS18B20 sensor, 2
pH probes, an ORP probe, a DO probe and an EC probe. Using the 5 probes you can read 9 different water parameters. The
controller only works with Atlas-Scientific stamps (circuits).

Sensor Parameters Screen
From the home screen if you press: Sensors, you get
a view of all the sensors and probes connected to
the controller.
If you have the controller set to Celsius the
temperatures are shown that way. This screen
updates every 5 seconds.

You can view the following parameters on this page.

















Water Temperature
Light Temperature
Air Temperature
Temperature 1
Temperature 2
Temperature 3
Temperature 4
PH
PH2
ORP
Dissolved Oxygen
Saturation
Conductivity
TDS
Salinity
Specific Gravity

*NOTE: The blue text is bright and clear on the display
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Atlas-Scientific Probes
Robo-Tank uses the Atlas-Scientific EZO circuits, to interface with the controller, and as such you can use most manufacturer’s
probes, as long as they use a standard BNC connector.
You can use probes from the more expensive American Marine Pinpoint & Neptune Systems Apex probes, to the reasonably
priced BRS and Atlas probes, through to the cheaper ones found on eBay, (though the quality and life expectancy may be
significantly less with the eBay ones).
These circuits, handle the load of any calculations required, for example the EZO EC circuit calculates the TDS and Salinity
values from a reading, and simply passes those values to the controller, reducing the processing load on the controller itself.
Up to 2 pH probes, and single ORP, Dissolved Oxygen, and Electrical Conductivity probe can be monitored and graphed, and
alerted on.

Connecting Atlas Circuits
*Refer to: Connecting Atlas Scientific Circuits (V2 RevB)

Adding a Probe
From the Home screen, press Settings > Hardware
> Atlas-Scientific Probes, here you’re able to select
and calibrate your probes.
When you add a probe, you have to tell the
controller it’s available, by enabling it here.
*NOTE: If you don’t have, for example, a
conductivity circuit, be sure that circuit isn’t enabled
or any other circuits you don’t have connected, as
this affects the controller’s cycle time, because it
pauses slightly trying to find the circuit that isn’t
attached.

Calculating CO2 using pH and KH values
You can also monitor CO2 levels using either of the pH circuits, but only from one of them.
As there is no probe currently available to automatically monitor KH, (or if there is, it’s extremely expensive), to display the
CO2 concentration, you must manually enter the KH value from the latest KH water test you performed.
Enter in the KH value, (from using a standard basic KH test kit), on the screen above, in the area to the bottom left, using the
up or down arrows. Select the KH Measurement Type, in Degrees, PPM or MG/L.
*This same measurement value will be used to display the CO 2 value on the home page. (Note: PPM and MG/L are
interchangeable, it’s just the label that changes).
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Calibrating a Circuit to a Probe
Select the probe you wish to calibrate, (be sure you
have correctly connected it to the controller).
Before doing any calibrations on the Atlas circuits
you have to select the buffer solutions you have for
each of the different probes. These are standard
buffer solutions, which are readily available and
recommend for best results.
To change the value for the buffer solution touch
the value you want to use and the white box will
wrap around confirming it’s been selected. When
you go through the calibration process as explained
below you’ll see the values you selected on this
page as the Target value for each calibration step.
The potential of Hydrogen (pH) circuits are capable of doing a 1, 2 or 3 point calibration, with 3 being the
most accurate. Each calibration requires a different buffer solution. A single point calibration uses the Mid
Point buffer solution, the 2 point uses Mid Point and Low Point buffer solutions, and a 3 point calibration
uses all 3 buffer solutions, Mid, Low, then High.
The Oxidation-reduction Potential (ORP) circuit is a single point calibration and requires any one of the
buffer solutions on the list.

The Dissolved Oxygen (DO) circuit is capable of a single and 2 point calibration. **However the 2 point
calibration isn’t required for aquariums. If you have an aquarium you’re only required to do a single point
calibration which doesn’t require any buffer solutions.
The Electrical Conductivity (EC) circuit uses a 2 point calibration process, you need a buffer solution from
both the Low Point and High Point list. When you first set up or replace the conductivity probe, you’re
required to do a One-time Only Dry calibration, which doesn’t require any buffer solutions.
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Calibrating a pH Probe – PH1 & PH2
Atlas EZO PH circuits can be calibrated several ways:




1 (Mid) Point Calibration
2 (Mid & Low)Point Calibration
3 (Mid, Low & High) Point Calibration

A pH (potential of Hydrogen) probe measures the hydrogen ion activity in a liquid.
Calibrating a pH probe, requires the use of one or more pH calibration buffer solutions. Currently you can use the following
calibration solutions:




pH 4.0 or 4.1
pH 7.0 or 7.1
pH 10.0 or 10.1.

These solutions are available from various sources, for example; pH 4.0/7.0/10.0 buffer solutions can be obtained from
Atlas-Scientific, and pH 4.1/7.1/10.1 buffer solutions from Milwaukee Instruments, or any reputable supplier.
You can calibrate with one solution, (the mid-point pH 7.x), but the accuracy of the reading improves with the use of each
additional solution (Low point & High point). Simply select which solution you’re using on the screen above, (below the pH
icons).
Select pH1 or PH2, in this case pH 1 was selected, it
takes you to the screen at left, CALIBRATE PH.
Select the calibration method, in this case we
select 1 Point Calibration.

*NOTE: The Atlas pH circuit is set to a default temperature compensation of 25 o C. Temperature variations of < 2o C are
insignificant.
As an example, having selected 1 Point Calibration,
you’ll see the screen to the left.
For this calibration you will need a PH 7.0 solution,
corresponding to the value you selected on the
CALIBRATE ATLAS PROBE screen, and which
appears here as the Target pH.
Pour enough calibration solution into a clean glass,
beaker or jar (rinse out with RO or distilled water),
to cover the end of the probe, swirl the probe
about to ensure full contact with the solution and
to dislodge any trapped air.
At the top of the screen, it confirms how many points the calibration this is, in this case a Single Point Calibration, and
which step you’re currently on.
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Below this are the instructions, to complete the calibration, follow these steps and press OK after waiting 2+ minutes.
There is no limit how long it takes to complete a step, you can leave the probe in the solution for 20 minutes if you like, and
press OK, just be sure to leave it in the buffer solution for more than 2 minutes.
When calibration is complete, press OK and you’ll see a screen verifying this.
If you selected 2 point or more you’ll be taken to step 2 or 3 after pressing OK. The screen will confirm the calibration
solution you selected, at the beginning. Simply repeat the above steps, using the other solutions, until it tells you the
calibration is complete.
For the 2 Point calibration, you will need both the Mid point and the Low point solutions, which you selected at the
beginning.
For the 3 Point calibration, you will need all 3 solutions, the Mid point, the Low point and the High point solutions, you
selected at the beginning
*Remember: always rinse your glass container with RO or distilled water before adding the solution, and only pour
out enough to just cover the probe tip, and swirl the probe around to ensure full contact with the solution and to
get rid of any trapped air.
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Calibrating an ORP (Oxidation/Reduction Potential) Probe
Atlas EZO ORP circuits can only be calibrated only one way:


1 Point Calibration

An ORP probe, measures electron activity in a liquid. The ORP readings represents how strongly the electrons are
transferred to or from substances in a liquid.
For this calibration you require an ORP calibration solution. Currently you can use the following calibration solutions:






200mV
225mV (Atlas solution)
240mV
427mV
470mV
Selecting ORP, will take you to the screen to the
left, CALIBRATE ORP.
When calibrating the ORP circuit, you should first
clear the calibration data on the circuit, this is only
required if you were playing and didn’t do a proper
calibration, but doesn’t hurt to do it every time.
The ORP only has 1 point calibration, select and
continue.

After selecting 1 Point Calibration, you’ll see the
screen to the left, CALIBRATE ORP.
It confirms this is a Single Point Calibration, and the
Target ORP value. Below this are the instructions to
calibrate the circuit.
Pour enough calibration solution into a clean glass,
beaker or jar (rinse out with RO or distilled water),
to cover the end of the probe, swirl the probe about
to ensure full contact with the solution and to
dislodge any trapped air.
Follow these steps and press OK after waiting 2+
minutes. There is no limit how long it takes to complete a step, you can leave the probe in the solution for 20 minutes and
press OK, just be sure to leave it in the buffer solution for more than 2 minutes.
Calibration is complete once you press OK and you see a screen verifying this.
*Remember: always rinse your glass container with RO or distilled water before adding the solution, and only pour
out enough to just cover the probe tip, and swirl the probe around to ensure full contact with the solution and to
get rid of any trapped air.
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Calibrating a Dissolved Oxygen (DO) Probe
Atlas EZO DO circuits can be calibrated 2 ways:



1 Point Calibration
2 Point Calibration

For this calibration, if you’re doing a 2 Point Calibration*, you will require a DO calibration solution, a 0mg/L solution,
(available from Atlas).
*NOTE: This is not required or necessary for aquariums, as long before the Dissolved Oxygen reaches anywhere close to
1.0mg/l, your fish will be at the surface or dying or already dead.
A Dry or 1 Point Calibration is always done first, and is the first calibration, you do on a new probe.
*NOTE: a new probe comes with a “cap” over the end of the probe, PULL it off. Do Not unscrew it!
Selecting Dissolved Oxygen (O2), takes you to the
screen at left, CALIBRATE DISOLVED OXYGEN.
The Dissolved Oxygen probe can be calibrated using
a 1 or 2 point calibration process.
A single point calibration doesn’t require any buffer
solution, as it’s a Dry Calibration and only requires
your probe to be dry and exposed to the air.
A 2 Point calibration does the same as a 1 Point, but
with the addition of a Low Oxygen Test Solution, in
this case a 0mg/L solution, for the second
calibration.
Regular maintenance calibrations, i.e. yearly are done just using the 1 Point or Dry Calibration.
Now select the calibration type you want to perform and you’ll be taken to the next step.

After you select the calibration type you want to
perform, in this case a Single Point Calibration,
you’ll see the screen to the left, CALIBRATE
DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
At the top it’ll tell you how many points the
calibration is, in this case a Single Point
Calibration, which is Dry Air, the Target value for
Dry Air is approximately 8.82mg/L.
Below this you’ll see instructions for completing
the calibration, follow these steps and press OK
after waiting 30+ seconds.
There is no limit how long it takes to complete a step, you can leave the probe for 20 minutes and press OK, just be sure to
leave the probe exposed to air for more than 30+ seconds.
If you selected a 1 point calibration the calibration is complete once you press OK and you’ll see a screen verifying this.
Otherwise you will be taken to the next screen.
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In this case, calibrating with a solution is slightly different from the other probes, in that you insert the probe directly into
the solution bottle, ensure it is clean and dry, before you do. Swirl it around to eliminate any trapped air, leave it in the
solution for 1:30 minutes to stabilize, and then press OK.

Important - Calibrating a DO probe using a 0mg/L Calibration Solution
As this is a 0mg/L Oxygen solution, and Oxygen is all around us, and the solution has been designed to chemically absorb
oxygen, once it is opened, the test solution has been exposed to oxygen and will slowly stop working.
Inside each bottle of calibration solution is a small amount of nitrogen gas that helps to displace oxygen out of the bottle
during the filling process. When the DO probe is removed from the bottle. Oxygen will enter the bottle and begin to
dissolve into the solution.
In order to slow down this process, fill the void space of the bottle with any gas, (other than oxygen) to preserve the
calibration solution. For safety reasons avoid flammable gases, if at all possible. If another suitable gas is unobtainable, you
can use the gas from a portable lighter. See the image below:

Ɨ Image courtesy of Atlas-Scientific

**CAUTION: This is flammable/explosive gas, do this with the utmost care, and REMEMBER – NO FLAME, JUST GAS!
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Calibrating a Conductivity (EC) Probe
Atlas EZO EC circuits can be calibrated 2 ways:



One Time Dry Calibration
2 Point Calibration

A One Time Dry Calibration, is just that. It is only performed ONCE, when a probe is new and being used for the first time.
For regular maintenance calibrations, i.e. yearly, always use the 2 Point Calibration.
For a 2 Point Calibration, you use a suitable calibration solution, one of each of Low and High, which you will have selected
on the CALIBRATE ATLAS PROBE screen.
The available options for calibration solutions are:
Low
 1,413 µS/cm (micro-Siemens per cm)
 5,000 µS/cm (micro-Siemens per cm)
 12,880 µS/cm (micro-Siemens per cm) (Atlas solution)
High
 80,000 µS/cm (micro-Siemens per cm) (Atlas solution)
 111,800 µS/cm (micro-Siemens per cm)
 150,000 µS/cm (micro-Siemens per cm)
Selecting Conductivity (EC), will take you to the
screen at left, CALIBRATE CONDUCTIVITY.
When you calibrate the Conductivity you should
first clear the calibration data on the circuit, this is
only required if you were playing and didn’t do a
proper calibration but doesn’t hurt to do it every
time.
The Conductivity circuit can be calibrated using a
One Time Dry Calibration or 2 Point Calibration
process, you can find the buffer solution required
for each point by referring to the CALIBRATE ATLAS
PROBE screen.
Select the calibration type you want to perform and you’ll be taken to the next step.

After you select the calibration type you want to
perform you’ll see the screen to the left, or one
very similar.
At the top it’ll tell you how many points the
calibration is, in this case, Two Point Calibration,
and which step you’re on.
Below this, you’ll see instructions to carry out the
calibration.
Follow these steps and press OK after waiting 2+
minutes.
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There is no limit how long it takes to complete a step, you can leave the probe in the solution for 20 minutes and press OK,
just be sure to leave it in the buffer solution for more than 2 minutes.
If you selected a 1 point calibration the calibration is complete once you press OK and you’ll see a screen verifying this.
If you selected 2 point or more you’ll be taken to step 2 or 3 after pressing OK. Repeat the above until it tells you the
calibration is complete.
*Remember: always rinse your glass container with RO or distilled water before adding the solution, and only pour
out enough to just cover the probe tip, and swirl the probe around to ensure full contact with the solution and to
get rid of any trapped air.

Warning Message When Updating Calibration Data
Once you press OK, you get the screen to the left,
confirming what you are about to do, and it will
replace any existing calibration data. If you had
followed the suggestion at the beginning, you will
have already pressed Clear Calibration Data, and
there is no calibration data to replace.
Press OK to update the data OR Cancel Calibration
to back out.
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General System & Internet Settings
From the home screen, press: Settings > System,
and you will see the SYSTEM SETTINGS screen, to
the left, where you’re able to adjust different
settings for the controller, this includes the ability to
set the display brightness and auto-brightness
feature, restore default vales and sync the system.
There’s also some settings and information for the
Local Network/Internet connection.
Sync System, top left corner, is used to sync the
display with the power bar. This is handy if you
disconnected the display from the power bar and
adjusted the settings. When you sync the system all
the settings in the display are sent to the power bar.

Synchronizing the Display with the Controller
When you press: Sync System, on the screen above
left, you will get the SYNC SYSTEM screen, at left,
where you can sync the display and controller.

This is a step by step process, and when you press
YES you see a progress bar indicating the system is
syncing. Upon completion, it confirms sync has
completed, and you can exit.
This is handy if you disconnected the display from
the power bar and adjusted the settings. When you
sync the system all the settings in the display are
sent to the power bar.
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Restoring the Controller to Default Settings
This is the RESTORE DEFAULT SETTINGS screen you
get when you press: Restore Defaults, on the
SYSTEM SETTINGS screen. This will restore all the
settings in the controller to the default values, this is
how you received it.
After you press YES the screen goes blank for about
30 seconds and tells you if it was successful. Please
be patient while it’s doing this.

Auto-Dim Level & Auto-Dim after Last Touch
Going back to the SYSTEM SETTINGS screen, you can also adjust the brightness of the display using the 3 different settings.
The Auto-Dim Level, top center, decides how much
to dim the controller based on your lighting
conditions. The setting is from 0 – 25, if its set to 0
the auto-dim feature will be turned off, if its set to 1
the display will go completely dark no matter the
lighting conditions of the room.
The higher you set the number the less it will dim.
You can set how long the display takes to dim after
your last touch. You can set it to 1 minute up to 60
minutes.
Auto-Dim After Last Touch, top right, allows you to
set how many minutes the display will wait, after the
last screen touch, before it dims the screen brightness.
The slider control, center right, sets the Maximum Brightness Level for the display. Your display will never go brighter than
the level selected.
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Internet Settings
In the bottom left hand corner you will see:
Network Settings, this displays the Username,
Password, local IP address and external IP address,
for the controller. This is the information needed to
access the controller’s web page locally and
remotely.
The Local IP address is what you type in your
browser if you viewing it at home on your local
network.
For example using the local IP address shown on
the screen to the left: http://192.197.2.37:7626
When you’re away from home you need to access the web page remotely, use the external IP address in a browser For
example using the external IP address in the screen above: http://231.382.471.23:7626
*NOTE1: The external IP address used as an example here is just that, it is not real, as IPV4 addresses have an address range
of 0.0.0.1 to 255.255.255.255.
*NOTE2: you will need to check the manual for your modem/router to make the necessary configuration changes to it, to
allow remote http access to the controller. This is usually quite simple, setting up what is called a port re-direction for http to
go to port 7626, which is the port used to access the web page on the controller. You configure the modem/router to redirect it to the Local IP of the controller, in the example to the left that would be 192.197.2.37 on port 7626.
To setup the Arduino Username & Password for remote & local access to the web page, you have two choices, press
Generate User + Pass, which will generate them, for you, write them to the appropriate files & display it for you to note
down (remember memorize it and destroy, never keep usernames and passwords written down, unless stored in a “Crypto
Safe”).
*Generate User + Pass will be removed in a future update, when the on-screen keyboard is introduced.
Alternatively you can set your own custom username and password, in which case you will need to edit two files, in the root
directory on the controller’s microSD card: user.txt and pass.txt.



In user.txt, simply replace username1 with the username of your choice, (must be 9 characters)
In pass.txt, simply replace password1 with the password of your choice, (must be 9 characters)

*NOTE: you can use any mix of letters, (lower and upper case), numbers and special characters.
For Robo-Tank to get a Local IP address, you need to have your local network configured to use DHCP (which is typically
default), to assign IP addresses to local devices on the network automatically. If you haven’t set this up, refer to your
modem/router manual on how to configure it. Most DHCP set ups allow you to pre-configure an IP address to be assigned
to a specific device, so that each time you restart it, it will always have the same IP address, again, check your manual.
*Coming soon: on screen keyboard access to enter a fixed IP address of your choice, rather than rely on DHCP.
To get the External IP address, simply press Retrieve Network Info, and Robo-Tank will retrieve that from your
modem/router and configure that for you.
You can set how often the controller checks your external IP, using Check External IP Address Every, bottom left, as this
may change from time to time. When it changes you’ll get an alert on your phone if you have it setup.
**Robo-Tank checks it is connected to the Internet, by pinging a Google server every 10 minutes, if a ping fails, the
controller will attempt to re-connect to the internet.
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Graphs & Logs
Robo-Tank collects multiple sensor, probe & equipment data, which is logged and the majority of which, can be displayed in
customized graphs.
There's a total of 22 graphs, and one log, one for each of the parameters that can be currently read and recorded, and a log
of equipment status changes.

Graph Features
Graphs use an auto-ranging feature, so when a graph is loaded it finds the minimum and maximum value in all the data and
draws the graph based on that. For example if you viewed a month of water temperatures and the min was 75.48 and max
was 78.13 the graph would only show those ranges. The graphs can handle any value from 0 to 100000. The min value in
the graph is always 10 pixels from the bottom so you can see the difference from the min value and a no value reading (if
sensor was unplugged).
You can zoom in/out of the graph. If you were viewing the water temp and it displayed 75.48 - 78.13 and you zoomed out
the graph would show values from 75.48 - 79.13. Every time you zoom-out the maximum value goes up by one which
compresses the graph so you can see the curve ‘smoothed’ for the respective time frame being viewed.
To “zoom in” on a graph, press the right side of the graph, and to “zoom out” press the left side of the graph.
This is the only setting not saved to eeprom so once you restart the controller the view will be restored from where you
started. Currently same zoom level effect all graphs.
Data can be viewed based on day, week, bi-weekly and monthly. When you view monthly the date range at the top will
change to 28, 29, 30 or 31 days based on month. If it’s a leap year it will show up during that day, other than that you won't
see the 29th when you view a month but can still view it in all other views. (Fix coming soon).
The graph style can be changed from bar to line.
The graph is updated every 8 minutes 35 seconds, if you are viewing a graph it will auto update when new data is logged.
There's also no limit on how much data can be stored and viewed, it’s based on the memory card. A 4 GB card will probably
hold more than you want. I've setup the display to show the last 10 years but that can easily be changed.

Viewing Graphs & Logs
From the Home screen press: Graphs, and you get
the screen to the left. From here you choose which
graph to view.
*NOTE: when you add a custom label, to any of the
temperature or humidity sensors, it is automatically
updated on this screen, for instance, you might
change Temperature Two to Sump Temperature,
(to display the temperature in your sump), it will
update on this screen, and on any other screen,
where it is displayed.
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Sensor Graphs
When viewing the graph you see the parameter
reading on the top left side. Below the Sensor
Reading, you can change the graph view, switching
between Daily, Weekly, Bi-weekly and Monthly.
Under those settings, you can Enable/Disable a
Vertical Grid, (Check box).
Under the graph, you'll see different buttons for
scrolling through the data, to look at the Previous
Week, or Next Week (if you’ve scrolled back), and
to return to current data, press: This Week.
*NOTE: These buttons change depending on the
graph type your viewing, for example if your viewing a Daily graph the buttons change to Previous Day, Next Day, Today,
Previous Week and Next Week.
At the bottom left, you can select the graph style, choosing between bar or line graph.
Next to this you can see the dates you're currently viewing.

Equipment Log
Press Hardware, on the GRAPHS AND LOGS screen,
and you will see the screen to the left, EQUIPMENT
LOG.
This is a detailed record of the equipment type,
time (records 24hr format but displays according to
settings) and the action that was taken. This will log
all the major equipment such as the AC outlets,
dosing pumps, lights, auto feeder and ATO system.
Later I'll be adding the other equipment ports.
When an outlet is switched on/off the log will
report the outlet number with outlet type, the time
it happened and if it was turned on or off and if it
was turned on manually, via schedule or via a custom rule.
The same will happen when a dosing pump starts, it'll record pump number with custom name and how it was activated.
When a dosing pump stops it will also record that event.
For the lights, it records when a transition starts and if the lights were put in the temporary mode. A record is created with
the ATO starts and stops and if it malfunctions. It'll also record when the controller is restarted and if the resume button is
pressed.
Each day's actions are stored in a single file, the file name is the date. The page shows the total actions for the day and you
can view 16 actions per page. I currently set the limit to 256 actions for a day but that can be easily increased if needed. If it
goes over 256 actions it'll still record the event it just can't be viewed.
Move between a day’s records by pressing Prev Day / Today / Next Day at the bottom left of the screen.
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At the bottom right it displays which page your viewing of how many pages for that day, and you can switch between pages
by pressing Previous Page / Next Page.
To exit this screen, press Exit at bottom right.

Setting Up Robo-Tank Email Alerts
Setting up a Free Email Account
Using, as an example, the free plan available at SMTP2GO:
First create a new account at SMTP2GO. Select the Free Plan.

Now check your email and activate your SMTP2GO account.
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Setup your login information for your Alerts. You can use any username and password, you won’t need to remember this
information.

When you finish setting up your login information you’ll see the following page. This is the dashboard for emails sent
through the SMTP2GO system.
With the free account you are allowed up to 25 emails per hour or 1,000 emails per month. Under regular use this is more
than enough.
If you’re testing the controller be sure you turn off your alerts so you don’t use up your monthly quota.
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Now you should set your time zone so email time stamps are correct. Click “Settings” on the left side menu and from the
Drop Down, click “Display Settings”. Now you can change your time zone and press: Save Changes.

You can now close your browser as setup on the SMTP2GO website is complete. There is no need to log into your SMTP2GO
account from this point on unless you plan to change the login information the controller uses to send emails.

Set Up Email Alerts on the Controller
Now you need to set up Robo-Tank to use your account to send you alerts.
Browse the microSD card that’s on the controller, (plugged into your w5100 Ethernet shield), and you should see the
following list of files.

a.

Open the file “USER_smtp2go.txt” and add the username you used in step 3, save and close the file.

b.

Open the file “PASS_smtp2go.txt” and add the password you used in step 3, save and close the file.

c.

Open the file “TO_email.txt” and add the email address you want to receive the alerts, save and close the file.

d.

Open the file “FROM_email.txt” and add the email address the alerts come from, save and close the file.

*Note: You can use the same email address for To and From, but doing this will likely cause the emails to go in your spam
folder. Using two different emails is recommended.
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Now you can configure the controller to send the different alerts.

From the Home screen press: Settings > Web
Alerts, and you see the WEB ALERTS screen, at left.
Here you can enable/disable different alerts. If the
box is checked the alert is enabled.

To set the different values for when alerts are sent.

From the Home screen press: Settings > Audio
Alerts.
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The Web Page
You can access Robo-Tank from the Internet and see the current status of your system, as well as any alerts. You can
respond to these, via the web page, turning an AC outlet (device) on or off, and even resuming auto-mode.

The webpage is split into 3 columns. These
columns all collapse into 2 columns or a
single column depending the size of screen
on the device you use to view the webpage,
making it compatible with all devices.
The 1st column shows the current light mode
the controller is in, if a transition is occurring
it’ll show the modes it’s transitioning and
how much time is remaining.
Under this is a fish bowl with a FEED FISH
button, if you press this the Auto Feeder will
run. The maximum feedings per day is 5 and
can only be reset on the controller if you go
over the 5 feedings.
The 2nd column shows all the sensor data.
The 3rd column shows all the AC outlets and
the current state, you can press these
buttons to turn an outlet on or off.
If you use the webpage to turn an outlet
on/off it’ll go in Manual Mode and stay in
that mode until you press Resume Auto
Mode. This will put all AC outlets back in
auto mode.

At the bottom of the page you can view a webcam if you have an IP compatible camera. This does require some setup, and
before setting this up you should ensure your camera is working and you can view it using a browser.
*NOTE: Until you set up your webcam, the option to view it will not appear on the page, though some browsers may show a
small X there.

Setting up Access to Your Web Cam
On the controller’s SD card, find and open the file: index.html, with a file editor. Scroll to the very bottom of the html code
and you'll see the following:
<center>
<img style="max-width:800px" width="100%"
src="http://YOUR_IP_ADDRESS:YOUR_PORT_NUMBER/CGIProxy.fcgi?cmd=snapPicture2&usr=USERNAME&pwd=PASS
WORD&t=" onload='setTimeout(function() {src = src.substring(0, (src.lastIndexOf("t=")+2))+(new Date()).getTime()},
1000)' onerror='setTimeout(function() {src = src.substring(0, (src.lastIndexOf("t=")+2))+(new Date()).getTime()}, 5000)'
alt='' />
</center>
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Make the following changes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Replace YOUR_IP_ADDRESS with the IP address assigned by your Internet provider.
Replace YOUR_PORT_NUMBER and replace it with the port number you setup your camera to use, (don’t delete
the colon between the IP address and the port number).
Replace USERNAME with the login username you have assigned to access your camera
Replace PASS with the password for your camera

That section should now look something like this:
src=”http://255.255.255.255:8800/CGIProxy.fcgi?cmd=snapPicture2&usr=Justme&pwd=fGj1K45sT&t=”
Where 255.255.255.255:8800 is your Internet IP address & the port number for your camera, Justme is the login ID for your
camera, and fGj1K45sT is the password for your camera.
This will only work if you have your camera port forward on your router/firewall so you can access it from outside your local
network. If you only want access within your local network, change YOUR_IP_ADDRESS to the local IP address, of your
camera.
A future update will make this a little easier.

Updates
Periodically updates will be released, to add a new feature, improve an existing feature or simply a ‘bug fix’. When this
happens, you will receive an email notification advising you of the update, and to login to your account to download it.
Included in the email will be a password to decrypt the downloaded file.
Simply follow the included instructions on how to apply the update, including copying updated or new files/images onto the
appropriate SD card.
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Acronyms & Abbreviations in this Manual
ATC
ATO

Automatic Temperature Control
Automatic Top Off

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

DC
DO

Direct Current
Dissolved Oxygen. The actual amount of oxygen that is in the water. It is expressed in milligrams per liter.
Example: 4.67 mg/L

EC

Electrical Conductivity

FAQ
FW

Frequently Asked Questions
Fresh Water

GAL
GPH
GPM

Gallon (US)
Gallons per Hour, measurement of flow (US)
Gallons per Minute, a measurement of flow (US)

KH

Carbonate Hardness, a measure of carbonates, expressed in degrees, (of hardness), mg/L or ppm

L
LED
LPH
LPM

Liters
Light Emitting Diodes
Liters per Hour, a measurement of flow (metric)
Liters per Minute, a measurement of flow (metric)

mg/L

Milligrams per Liter, 1 mg/L = 1 ppm (parts per million)

ORP

Oxidation Reduction Potential, more correctly now known as Redox balance which is the balance of both Oxidation
& Reduction, both proven to be essential for all life

pH
ppm

Potential Hydrogen, a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution
Parts per million

SAL
SAT

Salinity of water
Saturation (Oxygen). The percent saturation is a representation of how much oxygen is in that water compared to
the maximum amount of oxygen it can hold.
Example: 91.4% (meaning that the water can hold 8.6% more oxygen then is currently in the water)

SG
SW

Specific Gravity, a measurement of saltwater density, generally the simplest measurement of the amount of salt
in a marine aquarium, although not as accurate as an Aquarium Refractometer
Salt Water or Sea Water

TDS

Total Dissolved Solids, the portion of solids in water that can pass through a 2 micron filter.

V

Volts

Questions or Concerns contact me (Rob Fowler) at info@robo-tank.ca

Robo-Tank DIY All-In-One Aquarium Controller
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